
How to Put Value in Internet marketing to Make
Millions with Chelsea Frederick

This workbook is based on the insightful interview with Chelsea Frederick,
a leading marketing expert.

The contents encompass critical insights about high-value task offloading,
retargeting strategies in online marketing, and standard operating
procedures, all geared towards bolstering productivity and success in the
digital landscape.

By participating in these exercises, you'll be able to absorb and apply
Chelsea's productive strategies and approach into your professional or
personal life.

Quote to remember from the Interview

"Every minute you spend in planning saves 10 minutes in execution, thus
prompting a 1000% return on energy.” - Chelsea Frederick

What You'll Learn From the Activity

The activities drawn from the article will guide you in identifying high-value
tasks, incorporating strategic planning, understanding and implementing
effective practices in digital marketing and standard operating procedures
(SOPs). Engaging in these exercises will help you to maximize productivity
and make progress towards your professional success.



Activity
List down the top-five high-value tasks that you repeatedly engage in.

Reflect on a recent marketing campaign. Was there an element of
retargeting strategy involved in it?

From your current experience, what is the regular procedure you follow
when releasing a new product or service?

How could you delegate the high-value tasks you listed earlier? Enumerate
the steps and potential hurdles in the delegation.

Have you interacted with a successful entrepreneur or marketer? What one
trait or habit did you admire the most?



What online marketing tools are you using? Are they effective? If not, what
alternatives can you consider?

Name three habits in your routine that contribute to your learning or growth
in digital marketing.

Reflect on the balance between learning new marketing strategies and
implementing them. Rate your balance on a scale of 1:10.

How can you incorporate more learning and implementation into your daily
routine?

Chelsea learns from working with Brian Tracy. Where can you actively seek
learning opportunities within your own circle?



How often do you reassess and update your SOPs? Make a plan to ensure
they remain relevant.

Think about how you can utilize more novel tools in your online marketing.

How can you turn the quote "Every minute spent in planning saves 10
minutes in execution" into a daily practice?

Create a brief SOP for a process you repeat daily.

Following Chelsea’s example, list three ways you can maintain a constant
commitment to learning and implementation.



From the resources mentioned, which ones do you think can help you the
most? Why?

In what areas of your digital marketing do you need to push boundaries
further? How will you do it?

How do you feel about the retargeting paradigms in the digital marketing
space? What intrigues you about it?

Choose a task you currently perform that could be more effective with
meticulous planning.

Which aspect of Chelsea's discussion resonated with you the most, and
how could you implement these into your strategies?



From your reflection, what changes could you implement to improve your
balance between learning and execution?

Identify some missed opportunities in your previous actions and plan on
how you can make them work in your current setting.

Develop an action plan to take advantage of the opportunities you've
identified.

Develop a routine that focuses on continuous learning and implementation.

Write down ways on how you can incorporate strategic planning to boost
productivity in your daily tasks.



Has your perspective on the significant return on energy spent in planning
changed? How do you plan to use this information?

From what you've learned, make a plan on how to approach online
marketing from a fresh angle using retargeting strategies.

Reflect on your journey towards success. How can these lessons from
Chelsea help you in paving your path toward success?

From Chelsea's regimen, what is the one thing you would like to adopt and
why?

Finally, make a commitment to yourself about the one change you plan to
implement within the next 30 days.


